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Celebrate the beautiful diversity of poo, pee, and farts with this one-of-a-kind, action-loaded activity book from the
authors of the best-selling book What's Your Poo Telling You? Featuring humorous illustrations and an entertaining
selection of coloring and puzzle pagesincluding connect-the dots, term find, spot the difference, poodoku, and morethis
publication will take poo to a complete new level!
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Should anyone ever wondered how come your "item in the . It's an extremely helpful read and you will learn the good,
the bad and the downright ugly about your 'business'?. We are all more informed on what we leave behind and what it
means, or could mean - dietary changes, behavioral changes, or medical attention. Five Stars You won't need any other
bathroom reading material. :) Excremental Extra In Calendar Form For those searching for an unconventional and
informative page-a-day calendar, "What's Your Poo Telling You? This book doesn't includes inappropriate vocabulary,
its aim is to inform and entertain at the same time. You will learn.. Leave this little gem next to your guest space
commode - a fun read!. I got myself a copy as well and read it cover to cover laughing and learned some issues
too!"There are people who would not want to learn about this subject. They'll never have the understanding then. One of
the funniest (and informative) books I've read.Some of the chapters are: " Monster Poo, Pebble Poo, Camouflage Poo,
Hanging Chad, NUMBER 3, Ring of Fire. I read this little book in a single sitting - however, not on the loo, even though
my husband did set it beside the commode!. Key phrases on bottom level are that it's an activity book. Funny facts Such
a funny book. Best bathroom publication EVER! You will learn some useful suggestions - like never to keep your
toothbrush near your commode - browse the book and it will explain why! Full of little anecdotes with some fun
illustrations. This book may be the BEST! I bought it as a Xmas gift for a pal and liked it SO much, I purchased another
for our guest bathroom! We've a small basket of books on top of the guest toilet which is BY Significantly everyones
favorite publication to look at while siting in the loo! It lets you know everything you want to know in what your poo is
usually telling you! What color/consistency/ and smell are letting you know in what you ate, what you do, and what your
body requirements :) Seriously great buy!. Now I know exactly what my poo is trying to tell me! Hilarious yet
informational! Amazing a book could use humor and still offer you lots of details! I met a woman years ago whose
husband was a Chiropractor and specific also in helping people look at their bowel movements to indicate how healthy
they are. This publication made me think about that. It could also be a great gag present for someone turning 40, 50, 60,
etc.! Great fun, and there have been also so helpful This book was a big hit.It was smaller than I thought it would be, but
it fits in a pocket and is handy. Each individual sitting at the table read one passage, then a discussion period followed.
Ahhh, just what a book! If you ever wondered how come your "product in the bowl" just how it is, you will find the
answers right here. Because we will be the type of family we are, the publication was talked about at the Christmas
Dinner table.Great buy.I might have found a new Christmas Custom! Cheers.) at several brand-new wonders of web
pages, openly sharing the most 'hilarious' of these with me. Add it to the bathroom collection! This is among my favorite
bathroom books ever. Great gift publication for anyone who has a common sense of humor and a great addition to the
toilet reading collection! Not for the faint of center nor brain. Great fun, and there were also so helpful, healthful and
educational takeaways aswell. Makes the perfect "dirty" Santa present!" was a buy I meant as a gag gift for a friend's
birthday. There's even more fecal insight here than you can shake a stick (or a log, if you will) at. However, once the
book actually arrived, I couldn't help flipping through it.. You will laugh..Well, a couple weeks down the line, the friend
actually came over. I was a bit busy, however in the spirit of entertaining her, I pulled out the publication and had her sit
back with it. Informative. Love it! understand thyself and thine market well. and upon wide-eyed, nigh-morbid
fascination, I couldn't actually bear to give something with such bluntly-stated articles, albeit its much [poor] laughter-
inducingness.." might suit you perfectly.. Funny Publication, but Very Informational!. It is created eloquently, with a
complicated smoothness which ( minding the book's focus of content) creates a humorous outcome. I guess the moral
of the story is. Because of the character of the reserve, and the nature of my pal, I just about anticipated her
appreciation of the publication. These revolting nuggets are ideal for some people (though not really for me, I purchased
it as a gift. There's also other plenty of helpful information about additional digestive byproducts, including a windfall of
understanding on flatus, and a stream of data on urine.)I perused the calendar and it regularly contained information I
had no understanding of. For people with offbeat sensibilities and a desire to comprehend the workings and byproducts
of the individual alimentary canal, this is actually the best calendar available, hands down. For instance if you see
bloodstream in the commode - it could just be the fact you had a feed of Beets or if not to seek medical
guidance."What's Your Poo Telling You? Three Stars The book's about poop. Four Stars awesome Not a book, its a task
book This is not what I thought it was. It's a lighthearted go through, but does offer you some information on what



might be something you have to ask your doctor about. Do not buy this. Never leave home without it! This is an excellent
thing to have, it's like a WebMD, but with poo. Translating from poo to English hasn't been better. Happy We Bought it!
Haha. Funny! She couldn't prevent [strong] laughing and exclaiming aloud with delight(? Should you have a curious
brain and a respectable amount of love of life, you will appreciate this book. I got it as something special for my adult
boy who has everything. He treasured it!. Describing all sorts of "poop", become familiar with and laugh along.
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